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Who is the fairest bride of all? Sir Austyn of Gavenmore
abides beneath the shadow of an ancient Welsh curse.
Given to fits of violent jealousy, the Gavenmore men are
doomed to heartbreak by their inability to trust the
women they love. Austyn fights his destiny until he
comes face to face with Lady Holly of Tewksbury, the
fairest damsel in all of England. Weary of being revered
only for her beauty, the mischievous Holly devises an
elaborate ruse that unwittingly makes her a Gavenmore
bride. Thus begins a dangerous masquerade in which
Holly and Austyn must learn that even the most
irrevocable of curses can be broken by the blessing of
true love. Book 3 of 3 in the ONCE UPON A TIME
series, which includes Charming the Prince, The Bride
and the Beast, and Fairest of Them All “Romantics will
relish this happily ever after.”—Publishers Weekly “A
book you'll want to read again and again. Kudos to Ms.
Medeiros!”—Paperback Forum “Fast-paced historical
romance brilliantly wrapped around a legend. A
magnificent masterpiece!”—Affaire de Coeur “Ms.
Medeiros breathes life into her tormented hero and her
spirited and courageous heroine, directing them straight
to the heart. Absolutely wonderful!”—Rendezvous
ENGLISH LANGUAGE EDITION Medieval romance,
Historical romance, Humorous romance, Knight romance
Jude Deveraux touches the heart with this captivating
novel of unexpected passion, adventure, and second
chances. Forsaken by her guardian and narrowly
escaping marriage to a money-hungry suitor, Regan
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flees Weston Manor, the only home she's ever known,
determined to rule her own destiny. When Travis
Stanford, a big, rugged American, finds Regan on
London's docks, he vows to protect her—unaware of the
magnificent, iron-willed beauty she would become, or the
dangerous, passion-filled future that awaited them both.
From England's bawdy wharves to Virginia's elegant
mansions, their love was kindled by chance, and flamed
by the thrilling pursuit of unknown tomorrows.
Celia Vallerand fears for her life as she stares into the
deep, arresting eyes of the dashing man who purchased
her from the brigands who had abducted her. But it soon
becomes clear that it's her virtue, not her life, that's in
danger. The rugged, powerful renegade known only as
"Griffin" arouses desires in Celia as dangerous as they
are forbidden. And though she knows she must resist
him, she fears she may be unable to do so. But the
magnificent adventurer is a man trapped in a perilous
deception. And the shocking secrets he guards could
deny him the love of the fair captive lady who has
enslaved his reckless heart.
RITA Finalist for Historical Romance Scotland’s King
Robert the Bruce is retaking his kingdom from the
invading English. To win, he’ll need all the grit and
courage of his elite band of warriors, the Highland
Guard, men who fight without fear and love without
limits. Fiery, aggressive, and bold, Kenneth Sutherland is
a true champion—skilled with any weapon and driven to
win. Now Kenneth is ready for his greatest challenge:
joining Robert the Bruce’s secret army to fight among
the elite. Kenneth’s best chance to attain that honor is
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by winning the Highland Games. Focused and prepared
for victory, he is caught off guard by a lovely wisp of a
woman—and a stolen moment of wicked seduction. Her
innocent arousal and her shameless hunger fire his
blood. He will win his place in the guard—and in Mary of
Mar’s bed. The ruggedly handsome hero-in-the-making
stirs a heart that should know better. Mary vows that her
surrender will be sport only—no promises, no heartbreak,
just one night of incredible passion. Nothing, she swears,
will persuade her to give up her hard-wrought
independence and put her fate in the hands of another
powerful man. But with every gentle touch and heartpounding kiss, Kenneth makes her want more. Now
Mary wants his heart. But is this determined champion
willing to surrender everything for love?
Blue-Eyed DevilNumber 2 in seriesHachette UK
Hardy Cates is self-made, charming - and determined to
carry out his private revenge against the Travis family.
So when he crashes a Travis family wedding, the last
thing he expects is to find himself kissing his adversary
Haven Travis in a dark corner. Hardy has done many
things in his life he's not proud of, but now he's trying to
rid himself of his roughneck past, which doesn't mean
falling in love with a rival - no matter how beautiful she is.
Haven, likewise, vows to stay far away from Hardy.
Having had her heart quite recently broken - and her
body battered and bruised by the man she thought she
had loved - she's through with men. That is, until she
discovers that the temptation of a tender-hearted, blueeyed devil is hard to resist. And then, when a menace
from Haven's past appears, Hardy may be the only one
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to save her. . .
New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas invites
you to spend the holidays with the Wallflowers - four
young London ladies who finally found the men of their
dreams . . . and will join together once more to help the
world's most notorious rogue meet his match. 'Lisa
Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean The magic of
Christmas . . . Rafe Bowman has just arrived from
America for his arranged meeting with Natalie, the very
proper and beautiful daughter of Lady and Lord
Blandford. His chiselled good looks and imposing
physique are sure to impress the lady-in-waiting, and if it
weren't for his shocking American ways and wild
reputation, her hand would already be guaranteed.
Before the courtship can begin, Rafe realizes he must
learn the rules of London society. But when four former
Wallflowers try their hand at matchmaking, no one knows
what will happen . . . Begins under the mistletoe . . .
Winning a bride turns out to be more complicated than
Rafe Bowman anticipated, especially for a man
accustomed to getting anything he wants. However,
Christmas works in the most unexpected ways, changing
a cynic to a romantic . . . and inspiring passion in the
most timid of hearts. 'Kleypas can make you laugh and
cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn The Wallflowers:
Secrets of a Summer Night It Happened One Autumn
The Devil in Winter Scandal in Spring A Wallflower
Christmas Praise for Lisa Kleypas: 'Lushly sexy and
thoroughly romantic . . . superbly crafted characters and
an intriguing plot blend together brilliantly in this splendid
romance' Booklist 'Intricately and elegantly crafted,
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intensely romantic . . . from a not-to-be-missed romance
author' Kirkus Reviews 'Witty, often hilarious, and
delightfully passionate' Library Journal, starred review
'An unforgettable story peopled with remarkable
characters and a depth of emotion that will leave you
breathless' Romantic Times BOOKreviews 'Is it possible
to give a book 6 stars? . . . [This] story has all of the
forbidden romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing
declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal
From the New York Times bestselling author of Mine Till
Midnight comes a dazzling novel about forbidden love
and long-denied desire - the kind of passion that
happens once in a lifetime . . . perfect for fans of Sarah
MacLean, Julia Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Lisa Kleypas is
the best' Sarah MacLean He has tried hard to forget her .
. . Kev Merripen has longed for the beautiful, well-bred
Winnifred Hathaway ever since her family rescued him
from the brink of death when he was just a boy. But this
handsome Gypsy is a man of mysterious origins and he
fears that the darkness of his past could crush delicate,
luminous Win. So Kev refuses to submit to temptation . .
. and before long Win is torn from him by a devastating
twist of fate. Can she remember the man he once was?
Then, Win returns to England . . . only to find that Kev
has hardened into a man who will deny love at all costs.
Meantime, an attractive, seductive suitor has set his
sights on Win. It's now or never for Kev to make his
move. But first, he must confront a dangerous secret
about his destiny - or risk losing the only woman he has
lived for . . . 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on
the same page' Julia Quinn The Hathaways: Mine Till
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Midnight Seduce Me at Sunrise Tempt Me at Twilight
Married by Morning Love in the Afternoon Praise for Lisa
Kleypas: 'Lushly sexy and thoroughly romantic . . .
superbly crafted characters and an intriguing plot blend
together brilliantly in this splendid romance' Booklist
'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . .
from a not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus Reviews
'Witty, often hilarious, and delightfully passionate' Library
Journal, starred review 'Readers are introduced to the
unforgettable characters and their original personalities
through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp
repartee and steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top
pick) 'An unforgettable story peopled with remarkable
characters and a depth of emotion that will leave you
breathless' Romantic Times BOOKreviews 'Is it possible
to give a book 6 stars? . . . [This] story has all of the
forbidden romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing
declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal
A shameless hero ... For years Roderick Fitzhugh, the rogue
Duke of Harwood, has been exiled from London society,
accused of his own father's murder. Now he's back to recover
his fortune, and that includes claiming the mysterious bride
bound to him by an arranged contract. Yet the stunning lady
in question turns out to be someone from his past, an
innocent who deserves more than he can offer. A fair-haired
maiden in a tower ... After a childhood spent shut away from
the world, beautiful golden-haired Lady Caroline Bradley
doesn't believe in happily ever after. And marriage to the
notorious Harwood could ruin her for good. To break the
engagement, she agrees to another scandalous alliance ...
one that jeopardizes more than her reputation. A love that
cannot be confined But as their deception turns to desire,
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Lady Caroline falls for the devilish duke-even as a part of her
is still trapped in that tower. Now to save them both, Rick
must finally prove his worth and free her captive heart ...
From the New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas
comes the next title in the beloved romance series The
Wallflowers - perfect for fans of Sarah MacLean, Julia Quinn
and Eloisa James. 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on
the same page' Julia Quinn, Sunday Times bestselling author
of the Bridgerton series 'Scorching sexual tension, hysterical
banter, and a reformed rake that could melt even the hardest
of hearts' Frolic The Wallflowers: four young ladies enter
London society and band together to each find a husband.
Has the third 'Wallflower' now met her match? 'I'm Sebastian,
Lord St. Vincent. I can't be celibate. Everyone knows that.'
Desperate to escape her scheming relatives, Evangeline
Jenner has sought the help of the most infamous scoundrel in
London. A marriage of convenience is the only solution. No
one would have ever paired the shy, stammering wallflower
with the sinfully handsome viscount. It quickly becomes clear,
however, that Evie is a woman of hidden strength - and
Sebastian desires her more than any woman he's ever
known. Determined to win her husband's elusive heart, Evie
dares to strike a bargain with the devil: If Sebastian can stay
celibate for three months, she will allow him into her bed.
When Evie is threatened by a vengeful enemy from the past,
Sebastian vows to do whatever it takes to protect his wife . . .
even at the expense of his own life. Together they will defy
their perilous fate, for the sake of all-consuming love . . . 'Lisa
Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean The Wallflowers: Secrets
of a Summer Night It Happened One Autumn The Devil in
Winter Scandal in Spring A Wallflower Christmas Praise for
Lisa Kleypas 'Lushly sexy and thoroughly romantic . . .
superbly crafted characters and an intriguing plot blend
together brilliantly in this splendid romance' Booklist
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'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . from
a not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus Reviews 'Witty,
often hilarious, and delightfully passionate' Library Journal,
starred review 'An unforgettable story peopled with
remarkable characters and a depth of emotion that will leave
you breathless' Romantic Times BOOKreviews 'Is it possible
to give a book 6 stars? . . . [This] story has all of the forbidden
romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing declarations of love
that you deserve' That's Normal
Bestselling author Valerie Bowman sets the stage in Regency
England for her Playful Brides series, where couples'
misadventures on the way to the altar are witty, romantic
romps based on some of the world's most beloved plays. The
first installment, The Unexpected Duchess, is inspired by
Edmond Rostand's Cyrano de Bergerac. IN THIS BATTLE
OF WITS Lady Lucy Upton's tongue may be too sharp to
attract suitors but her heart is good, and when her painfully
shy friend Cassandra needs help she devises a brilliant
scheme to help her discourage an unwanted suitor, the Duke
of Claringdon. Lucy will hide behind the hedgerow and tell
Cass just what to say to discourage the Duke of
Claringdon...but it turns out that he's made of sterner stuff
than either of them anticipated. And Lucy is shocked to
discover that tangling with the tenacious man is the most fun
she's had in ages. KISSES ARE THE BEST WEAPON Lord
Derek Hunt made a promise to his dying friend to marry the
demure Cassandra, and for a man who wants nothing more
than peace and quiet after the horrors of war, she'll make the
perfect bride. If only the impudent Miss Upton will let him
court the girl! Doing battle is the last thing on his mind, but
bantering with Lucy behind the bushes is too tempting to
resist. And in The Unexpected Duchess, the spoils of this war
just may be true love... Valerie Bowman's Secret Brides
novels are: "Intriguing [and] engaging."—Publishers Weekly
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"Too delightful to miss!"—Lisa Kleypas
"Sparkling...witty...engaging." —RT Book Reviews
She gave him innocence . . . Lady Aline Marsden was
brought up for one reason: to make an advantageous
marriage to a member of her own class. Instead, she willingly
gave her innocence to John McKenna, a servant on her
father's estate. Their passionate transgression was
unforgivable - John was sent away, and Aline was left to live
in the countryside . . . an exile from London society. . . . and
he took her love. Now McKenna has made his fortune, and
he has returned - more boldly handsome and more
mesmerising than before. His ruthless plan is to take revenge
on the woman who shattered his dreams of love. But the
magic between them burns as bright as ever. And now he
must decide whether to let vengeance take its toll . . . or risk
everything for his first, and only, love.
From the New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas
comes the next title in the beloved romance series The
Wallflowers - perfect for fans of Sarah MacLean, Julia Quinn
and Eloisa James. 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on
the same page' Julia Quinn, Sunday Times bestselling author
of the Bridgerton series The Wallflowers: four young ladies at
the side of the ballroom make a pact to help each other find
husbands . . . no matter what it takes It happened at the ball .
. . Where beautiful but bold Lillian Bowman quickly learned
that her independent American ways weren't entirely 'the
thing'. And the most disapproving of all was insufferable,
snobbish, and impossible Marcus, Lord Westcliff, London's
most eligible aristocrat. It happened in the garden . . . When
Marcus shockingly - and dangerously - swept her into his
arms. Lillian was overcome with a consuming passion for a
man she didn't even like. Time stood still; it was as if no one
else existed. It happened one autumn . . . Marcus was a man
in charge of his own emotions, a bedrock of stability. But with
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Lillian, every touch was exquisite torture, every kiss an
enticement for more. Yet how could he consider taking a
woman so blatantly unsuitable . . . as his bride? 'Lisa Kleypas
is the best' Sarah MacLean The Wallflowers: Secrets of a
Summer Night It Happened One Autumn The Devil in Winter
Scandal in Spring A Wallflower Christmas Praise for Lisa
Kleypas 'Lushly sexy and thoroughly romantic . . . superbly
crafted characters and an intriguing plot blend together
brilliantly in this splendid romance' Booklist 'Intricately and
elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . from a not-to-bemissed romance author' Kirkus Reviews 'Witty, often
hilarious, and delightfully passionate' Library Journal, starred
review 'An unforgettable story peopled with remarkable
characters and a depth of emotion that will leave you
breathless' Romantic Times BOOKreviews 'Is it possible to
give a book 6 stars? . . . [This] story has all of the forbidden
romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing declarations of love
that you deserve' That's Normal
One of Wellington's most respected officers, Jack, Lord
Frayne, successfully hides his talent for sorcery from his
peers, until a near fatal injury leads him to Abigail Barton, a
skilled wizard whose price for saving his life is his hand in
marriage. Reprint.
'I loved it' ELOISA JAMES 'Smart, sexy, and always romantic'
JULIA QUINN 'For a smart, witty and passionate historical
romance, I recommend anything by Sarah MacLean' LISA
KLEYPAS New York Times bestselling author Sarah
MacLean returns with a blazingly sexy, unapologetically
feminist new series, Hell's Belles, beginning with a bold,
bombshell of a heroine, able to dispose of a scoundrel - or
seduce one - in a single night. Sometimes the best gentleman
for the job is a lady. After years of living as London's brightest
scandal, Lady Sesily Talbot has embraced the reputation and
the freedom that comes with the title. No one looks twice
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when she lures a gentleman into the dark gardens beyond a
Mayfair ballroom...and no one realizes those trysts are not
what they seem. No one, that is, but Caleb Calhoun, who has
spent years trying not to notice his best friend's beautiful,
brash, brilliant sister. If you ask him, he's been a saint about
it, considering the way she looks at him...and the way she
talks to him...and the way she'd felt in his arms during their
one ill-advised kiss. Except someone has to keep Sesily from
tumbling into trouble during her dangerous late-night
escapades, and maybe close proximity is exactly what Caleb
needs to get this infuriating, outrageous woman out of his
system. But now Caleb is the one in trouble, because he's
fast realizing that Sesily isn't for forgetting...she's forever. And
forever isn't something he can risk. Praise for Sarah
MacLean: 'My absolute go-to author for clever, sexy and fun
historical romances' Jennifer L. Armentrout 'Sarah MacLean
has reignited the romance genre with a bolder edge' The New
Yorker 'Funny, smart, feminist and roastingly hot'
BookRiot.com 'Do yourself a favor and discover the
compelling magic of Sarah MacLean' Amanda Quick
'MacLean writes with an entirely unique blend of elegance
and ferocity that bursts from every page' Entertainment
Weekly
The first novel in the sensational Bow Street series from New
York Times bestselling historical romance author Lisa
Kleypas tells the story of a scandalous beauty with no
memory of who she is and the man determined to unravel the
secrets of her past . . . 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' Sarah
MacLean She couldn't remember who she was . . . A
temptingly beautiful woman awakens in a stranger's bed,
rescued from the icy waters of the Thames, her memory
gone. Told that she is Vivien Rose Duvall, one of London's
most scandalous beauties, she finds herself in the protection
of enigmatic, charming Grant Morgan. Her life is in his hands.
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Deep in her heart, she knows he has mistaken her for
someone else . . . He was the only man she could trust. As
one of London's most eligible and unattainable catches, Grant
Morgan is a man who has known every kind of woman. And
the one in his arms now seems so innocent, so vulnerable,
that he can't help but be enchanted. And as his love for this
mysterious beauty grows, he's determined to unravel the
secrets of her past and discover the truth - no matter what.
'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the same page'
Julia Quinn Bow Street Runners series: Someone to Watch
Over Me Lady Sophia's Lover Worth Any Price Praise for Lisa
Kleypas: 'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely romantic .
. . A gratifying series starter from a not-to-be-missed romance
author' Kirkus Reviews 'Is it possible to give a book 6 stars?
[This] story has all of the forbidden romance, witty banter, and
sigh-inducing declarations of love that you deserve' That's
Normal 'Kleypas is an amazing writer. In my opinion, she
might be the most technically skilled historical romance
author out there' Smart Bitches, Trashy Books 'Unforgettable,
beautifully etched characters; a flawless sense of pacing; and
a perfectly executed plot imbued with an abundance of desire
and danger' Booklist 'Witty, often hilarious, and delightfully
passionate, this compelling, thrill-laced Victorian romance is
another superb series entry' Library Journal, starred review
'Readers are introduced to the unforgettable characters and
their original personalities through a delightful storyline
peppered with sharp repartee and steamy sensuality' RT
Book Reviews (top pick) 'Reading Kleypas' long-awaited
return to historical is akin to walking into the arms of an old
friend' Heroes and Heartbreakers

A New York Times Bestseller From #1 New York
Times bestselling author Julia Quinn comes the story
of Anthony Bridgerton, in the second of her beloved
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Regency-set novels featuring the charming, powerful
Bridgerton family, now a series created by
Shondaland for Netflix. ANTHONY’S STORY This
time the gossip columnists have it wrong. London’s
most elusive bachelor Anthony Bridgerton hasn’t
just decided to marry—he’s even chosen a wife! The
only obstacle is his intended’s older sister, Kate
Sheffield—the most meddlesome woman ever to
grace a London ballroom. The spirited schemer is
driving Anthony mad with her determination to stop
the betrothal, but when he closes his eyes at night,
Kate’s the woman haunting his increasingly erotic
dreams... Contrary to popular belief, Kate is quite
sure that reformed rakes do not make the best
husbands—and Anthony Bridgerton is the most
wicked rogue of them all. Kate’s determined to
protect her sister—but she fears her own heart is
vulnerable. And when Anthony’s lips touch hers,
she’s suddenly afraid she might not be able to resist
the reprehensible rake herself...
"Book one of the After series--the Internet sensation
with millions of readers. Tessa didn't plan on meeting
Hardin during her freshman year of college. But now
that she has, her life will never be the same"-The third novel in the sensational Bow Street series
from New York Times bestselling historical romance
author Lisa Kleypas - perfect for fans of Sarah
MacLean, Julia Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Lisa
Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean What is the
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price of love? Nick Gentry, the most seductive and
dangerous man in England, has been sent to find
Charlotte Howard, a runaway bride who has
disappeared without a trace. But when he finds her,
Nick is stunned by the intensity of his attraction to
the elusive young woman whose adventurous spirit
matches his own. Determined to escape a forced
marriage to a man who will destroy her, Charlotte
agrees to an audacious bargain . . . she will become
Nick's bride. But soon she discovers that Nick has
secrets of his own, and it will take all her wits and
stubborn will to tame his tormented soul. In the
desperate quest to protect Charlotte from the
diabolical aristocrat who threatens her, one thing
becomes clear: To save the woman he loves, Nick
will take any risk . . . and pay any price. 'Kleypas can
make you laugh and cry - on the same page' Julia
Quinn Bow Street Runners series: Someone to
Watch Over Me Lady Sophia's Lover Worth Any
Price Praise for Lisa Kleypas: 'Intricately and
elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . a not-to-bemissed romance author' Kirkus Reviews 'Is it
possible to give a book 6 stars? [This] story has all of
the forbidden romance, witty banter, and sighinducing declarations of love that you deserve' That's
Normal 'Kleypas is an amazing writer. In my opinion,
she might be the most technically skilled historical
romance author out there' Smart Bitches, Trashy
Books 'Unforgettable, beautifully etched characters;
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a flawless sense of pacing; and a perfectly executed
plot imbued with an abundance of desire and danger'
Booklist 'Witty, often hilarious, and delightfully
passionate, this compelling, thrill-laced Victorian
romance is another superb series entry' Library
Journal, starred review 'Readers are introduced to
the unforgettable characters and their original
personalities through a delightful storyline peppered
with sharp repartee and steamy sensuality' RT Book
Reviews (top pick) 'Reading Kleypas' long-awaited
return to historical is akin to walking into the arms of
an old friend' Heroes and Heartbreakers
Neville Roscoe, notorious and enigmatic, lives
resolutely outside society, bound only by his code of
honour - until challenged by his desire for the one
woman he cannot have. Miranda Clifford is a lady
imprisoned by rigid respectability - until tempted by a
passion beyond her power to deny. Flung together in
peril, through danger and intrigue, they discover a
love impossible to ignore . . . or keep. Filled to the
brim with passion, glamour and intrigue, discover the
latest novel by Stephanie Laurens: the queen of
historical romance.
When strong and handsome Heath Rayne pulled
Lucinda Caldwell from a winter river, he rescued her
from an icy death. But soon he was plunging her into
a torrid torrent of passion that this New England
beauty had never suspected could claim her.
Everyone loves a wedding... Nothing lifts our hearts
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like the joyous peal of wedding bells. Or the sight of
a happy couple being showered with confetti and
good wishes. Now the most exciting new names in
romantic fiction and the bestselling author who
started it all—escort you down the aisle to a place of
honor at four glorious celebrations of everlasting
love: Kathleen E. Woodiwiss reintroduces us to the
beloved characters from The Flame and the Flower
including Jeff Birmingham, who seals an impetuous
proposal with one brief, precious and passionate
kiss. Catherine Anderson calls us to meet a
tempestuous pair of wild western hearts, in a tale of
a frontier revenge that backfires. Loretta Chase
melts our hearts with a story of an unconventional
young woman's offer of marriage to a "mad" and
presumed dying earl. Lisa Klepas shows us how true
love will always win in a romance about one
stubborn lady—and the persistent suitor who opens
her heart. So come join the celebration and
experience Three Weddings and a Kiss. Love for
now...and always.
From the New York Times bestselling author Lisa
Kleypas comes the next stunning novel in the
Hathaways series - perfect for fans of Sarah
MacLean, Julia Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Lisa
Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean She harbours a
secret yearning . . . As a lover of animals and nature,
Beatrix Hathaway has always been more
comfortable outdoors than in the ballroom. Even
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though she participated in the London season in the
past, the classic beauty and free-spirited Beatrix has
never been swept away or seriously courted . . . and
she has resigned herself to the fate of never finding
love. Has the time come for the most unconventional
of the Hathaway sisters to settle for an ordinary man
- just to avoid spinsterhood? He is a world-weary
cynic . . . Captain Christopher Phelan is a
handsome, daring soldier who plans to marry
Beatrix's friend, the vivacious flirt Prudence Mercer,
when he returns from fighting abroad. But, as he
explains in his letters to Pru, life on the battlefield
has darkened his soul - and it's becoming clear that
Christopher won't come back as the same man.
When Beatrix learns of Pru's disappointment, she
decides to help by concocting Pru's letters to
Christopher for her. Soon the correspondence
between Beatrix and Christopher develops into
something fulfilling and deep . . . and when
Christopher comes home, he's determined to claim
the woman he loves. What began as Beatrix's
innocent deception has resulted in the agony of
unfulfilled love - and a passion that can't be denied .
. . 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the
same page' Julia Quinn The Hathaways: Mine Till
Midnight Seduce Me at Sunrise Tempt Me at Twilight
Married by Morning Love in the Afternoon Praise for
Lisa Kleypas: 'Lushly sexy and thoroughly romantic .
. . superbly crafted characters and an intriguing plot
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blend together brilliantly in this splendid romance'
Booklist 'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely
romantic . . . from a not-to-be-missed romance
author' Kirkus Reviews 'Witty, often hilarious, and
delightfully passionate' Library Journal, starred
review 'Readers are introduced to the unforgettable
characters and their original personalities through a
delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee and
steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top pick) 'An
unforgettable story peopled with remarkable
characters and a depth of emotion that will leave you
breathless' Romantic Times BOOKreviews 'Is it
possible to give a book 6 stars? . . . [This] story has
all of the forbidden romance, witty banter, and sighinducing declarations of love that you deserve' That's
Normal
A woman with a secret . . . Reckless beauty Lily
Lawson delights in shocking London society. She will
break any rule to get what she wants . . . and she is
determined to stop her younger sister from marrying
Alex, Lord Wolverton, a handsome and arrogant earl
who has vowed never to fall in love. A man who will
do anything to possess her . . . To Alex's fury, the
headstrong hellion presents a temptation he can't
resist. He vows to make her pay dearly for her
interference—with her body, her soul, and her
stubborn, well-guarded heart. As Alex and Lily
challenge each other at every turn, they are caught
up in a white-hot desire that burns through every
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defense and exposes the mystery of Lily's past . . .
and together they discover that love is the most
dangerous game of all.
From bestselling author Linda Lael Miller comes the
story of a firebrand heroine and a dashing sea
captain—an engaging couple that is fiery and
tempestuous, but captive to an unspoken mutual
desire. Kidnapped and confined in a harem—that’s
not the scenario Charlotte Quade envisioned when
she prayed for just one grand adventure before
sailing home to Washington Territory from Europe.
While exploring the ancient, exotic island kingdom of
Riz, Charlotte foolishly lost her way. In a dizzying
moment, she was snatched, bound up in a sack and
unceremoniously dumped... more—completely
naked!—in the ship’s cabin of the very same man
who had caught her fancy as a young girl in Seattle:
Captain Patrick Trevarran. But Charlotte’s dream
lover turned out to be no gentleman! He had once
gallantly fetched her, as a mischievous teenager,
from the riggings of his ship, but now he appraised
her with exasperation and quickly packed her off to
the harem of a sultan friend. When they were
reunited—as much by mercy as by fate—it was clear
that Patrick wished merely to tease and trifle with
this pretty, rebellious American. But, through their
adventure, Charlotte had discovered a provocative
man torn between recklessness and devotion,
between storm and calm. Now, with all the strength
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and passion she possessed, Charlotte would chart a
course that would sweep them at last to their
destiny—a glorious and resounding love.
WINNER OF THE ROMANTIC TIMES BOOK OF
THE YEAR AWARD New York Times bestselling
author Lisa Kleypas returns with the second dazzling
romance in the Ravenels series - perfect for fans of
Sarah MacLean, Julia Quinn and Eloisa James. In
her stunning novel, one of the realm's most powerful
men meets his match - in his lovely, innocent new
wife. 'Lisa Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean A
ruthless tycoon . . . Savage ambition has brought
common-born Rhys Winterborne vast wealth and
success. In business and beyond, Rhys gets exactly
what he wants. And from the moment he meets the
shy, aristocratic Lady Helen Ravenel, he is
determined to possess her. If he must take her virtue
to ensure she marries him, so much the better . . . A
sheltered beauty . . . Helen has had little contact with
the glittering, cynical world of London society. Yet
Rhys's determined seduction awakens an intense
mutual passion. Helen's gentle upbringing belies a
stubborn conviction that only she can tame her
unruly husband. As Rhys's enemies conspire against
them, Helen must trust him with her darkest secret.
The risks are unthinkable . . . the reward, a lifetime
of incomparable bliss. And it all begins with . . .
Marrying Winterborne. 'Kleypas can make you laugh
and cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn The
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Ravenels: Cold-Hearted Rake Marrying Winterborne
Devil in Spring Hello Stranger Devil's Daughter
Chasing Cassandra Praise for Lisa Kleypas:
'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely romantic .
. . from a not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus
Reviews 'Witty, often hilarious, and delightfully
passionate, this compelling, thrill-laced Victorian
romance is another superb series entry' Library
Journal, starred review 'Readers are introduced to
the unforgettable characters and their original
personalities through a delightful storyline peppered
with sharp repartee and steamy sensuality' RT Book
Reviews (top pick) 'Is it possible to give a book 6
stars? . . . [This] story has all of the forbidden
romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing
declarations of love that you deserve' That's Normal
In this dazzling new novel, #1 New York Times
bestselling author Victoria Alexander welcomes you
to Millworth Manor, a delightful English country
estate where love is always perfectly at home. . . For
Winfield Elliott, Viscount Stillwell, finding a
prospective bride always seemed easy. Perhaps too
easy. With three broken engagements to his name,
Win is the subject of endless gossip. Yet his current
mission is quite noble: to hire a company to repair
his family's fire-damaged country house. Nothing
disreputable in that--until the firm's representative
turns out to be a very desirable widow. Lady Miranda
Garrett expected a man of Win's reputation to be
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flirtatious, even charming. But the awkward truth is
that she finds him thoroughly irresistible. While
Miranda resides at Millworth to oversee the work,
Win occupies her days, her dreams. . .and soon, her
bed. For the first time, the wicked Win has fallen in
love. And what began as a scandalous proposition
may yet become a very different proposal. . . "For
love, laughter, and lots of fun, read Victoria
Alexander." --Stephanie Laurens, New York Times
bestselling author
On the eve of her twenty-first birthday ball,
Cassandra would finally be free. Free from mourning
her father's death, and free to begin a new life as
Countess of Worthing. She had dreams of ruling her
land and basking in her independence. Marriage, on
the other hand, was the furthest thing from her mind.
Then the dashing Nigel Wetherby arrives at the ball.
To young Cass, he is the sweetest of passions. But
Nigel has plans of his own. Plans that could break
her heart and shatter their love. How can one man
be both her worst nightmare and her dream come
true?
Kit Butler, cool and dangerous, is one of London's
most infamous bachelors and marriage is the last
thing on his mind. Desperate to thwart his father's
matchmaking, Kit needs a bride . . . fast. Enter Miss
Lauren Edgeworth . . . A year after being abandoned
at the altar, Lauren has determined that marriage is
not for her. When these two fiercely independent
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souls meet, sparks fly - and a deal is hatched.
Lauren will masquerade as Kit's intended if he
agrees to provide a passionate, adventurous,
unforgettable summer. When summer ends, she will
break off the engagement, rendering herself
unmarriageable and leaving them both free.
Everything is going perfectly - until Kit does the
unthinkable: he begins to fall in love. A summer to
remember is not enough for him. But how can he
convince Lauren to be his . . . for better, for worse,
for the rest of their lives?
Here together for the first time in a convenient ebook
bundle, all four books in New York Times bestselling
author Lisa Kleypas' beloved series featuring the
Travis family: Sugar Daddy Liberty Jones has
dreams and determination that will take her far away
from Welcome, Texas. Hardy Cates' ambitions are
bigger than Welcome, and Liberty Jones is a
complication he doesn't need. But something
magical and potent draws them to each other, in a
dangerous attraction that is stronger than both of
them. Hardy leaves town to pursue his plans and
soon Liberty finds herself under the spell of a
billionaire tycoon. But the relationship goes deeper
than people think, and Liberty begins to discover
secrets about her own family's past. Two men. One
woman. A choice that can make her or break her. A
woman you'll root for every step of the way. A love
story you'll never forget. Blue-Eyed Devil Hardy
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Cates is a self-made millionaire who comes from the
wrong side of the tracks. He's made enemies in the
rough-and-tumble ride to the top of Houston's oil
industry. He's got hot blood in his veins. And
vengeance on his mind. Haven Travis refuses to set
out on the path her wealthy family has chosen for
her. But when Haven marries a man her family
disapproves of, her life is set on a new and
dangerous course. Two years later, Haven comes
home, determined to guard her heart. And Hardy
Cates, a family enemy, is the last person she needs
darkening her door or setting her soul on fire.
Smooth Talking Stranger Jack Travis leads the
uncomplicated life of a millionaire Texas playboy.
But no one has ever truly touched his heart or soul.
Until one day, a woman appears on his doorstep
with fury on her face and a baby in her arms. It
seems Jack is the father and this woman is the
baby's aunt. The real mother has abandoned the
child to her more responsible sister. And now, Jack
is being called upon to take responsibility for the first
time in his life. Brown-Eyed Girl Wedding planner
Avery Crosslin may be a rising star in Houston
society, but she doesn’t believe in true love—at least
not for herself. When she meets wealthy bachelor
Joe Travis and mistakes him for a wedding
photographer, she has no intention of letting him
sweep her off her feet. But Joe is a man who goes
after what he wants. When Joe makes it clear that
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he’s not going to give up easily, Avery must confront
the insecurities and beliefs that stem from a past she
would do anything to forget.
A noblewoman of frail beauty and exotic mystery
fakes her own death to escape the gallows. And now
she must flee. In disguise and under a false identity,
she finds unexpected sanctuary in the arms of a
handsome and arrogant yet gallant British lord—who
must defy society to keep her safe . . . and overcome
a tragic past to claim her as his own.
When shy and secluded author Sara Fielding
ventures from her country cottage to research a
novel, she inadvertently witnesses a crime in
progress—and manages to save the life of the most
dangerous man in London. Derek Craven is a
powerful and near-legendary gambling club owner
who was born a bastard and raised in the streets.
His reputation is unsavory, his scruples nonexistent.
But Sara senses that beneath Derek's cynical
exterior, he is capable of a love more passionate
than her deepest fantasies. Aware that he is the last
man that an innocent young woman should ever
want, Derek is determined to protect Sara from
himself, no matter what it takes. But in a world where
secrets lurk behind every shadow, he is the only
man who can keep her safe. And as Derek and Sara
surrender to an attraction too powerful to deny, a
peril surfaces from his dark past to threaten their
happiness . . . and perhaps even their lives.
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Together they will discover if love is enough to make
dreams come true.
Lysette buried her face against Max's throat. "But he's going
to take me away. Don't let him, don't -- " "You're not going
anywhere," Max interrupted. "Calm yourself, Lysette. It's not
good for you to become excited." His possessiveness made
her strangely giddy. As far as he was concerned, she was his,
and no one was going to take her away from him. Max stared
at Etienne. His voice was soft, but it contained a note that
chilled Lysette's blood. "If you so much as disarrange a hair
on her head, I'll tear you apart." Lysette couldn't believe it, but
she didn't care about her ruined reputation. The only thing
that mattered was that she wouldn't have to marry Etienne.
'I'm just so excited for everyone to discover Cold-Hearted
Rake, and for me to read the rest of the Ravenel series!'
Sarah MacLean A twist of fate . . . Devon Ravenel, London's
most wickedly charming rake, has just inherited an earldom.
But his powerful new rank in society comes with unwanted
responsibilities, and more than a few surprises. His estate is
saddled with debt, and the late earl's three innocent sisters
are still occupying the house . . . along with Kathleen, Lady
Trenear, a beautiful young widow whose sharp wit and
determination are more than a match for Devon's own. A
clash of wills . . . Kathleen knows better than to trust a
ruthless scoundrel like Devon. But the fiery attraction between
them is impossible to deny - and from the first moment Devon
holds her in his arms, he vows to do whatever it takes to
possess her. As Kathleen finds herself yielding to his skilfully
erotic seduction, only one question remains: Can she keep
from surrendering her heart to the most dangerous man she's
ever known? 'Kleypas can make you laugh and cry - on the
same page' Julia Quinn This is the breath-taking first novel in
the Ravenel series by New York Times bestselling author
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Lisa Kleypas - perfect for fans of Sarah MacLean, Julia Quinn
and Eloisa James. The Ravenels: Cold-Hearted Rake
Marrying Winterborne Devil in Spring Hello Stranger Devil's
Daughter Chasing Cassandra Praise for Lisa Kleypas:
'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . A
gratifying series starter from a not-to-be-missed romance
author' Kirkus Reviews 'Kleypas is an amazing writer. In my
opinion, she might be the most technically skilled historical
romance author out there' Smart Bitches, Trashy Books
'Insightful characterisation, an abundance of super-charged
sexual chemistry, a dash of dry humour, and a to-die-for hero,
all of which will have the author's legions of fans giddy with
delight at her triumphant return to historical romance' Booklist
'[An] addictive, rewarding story . . This delightful, compelling
story is the first in Kleypas's new Victorian series about the
Ravenel family' Library Journal 'Readers are introduced to the
unforgettable characters and their original personalities
through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee
and steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top pick) 'ColdHearted Rake brings to mind some of the best elements of
her Hathaway, Wallflower, Gambler, and Capital Theatre
series novels.... Reading Kleypas' long-awaited return to
historical is akin to walking into the arms of an old friend'
Heroes and Heartbreakers
“One of today’s leading lights in romantic fiction.” —Seattle
Times USA Today and New York Times bestselling author
Lisa Kleypas is one of America’s most acclaimed and
popular authors of historical romance fiction—and Stranger in
My Arms is one of her most beloved novels! A classic tale of
a noble lady whose life is upended when her despised
husband—believed lost at sea—returns, a remarkably altered,
more passionate and loving man…if he is, indeed, who he
claims to be. A two-time RITA Award-winner—and a nine-time
nominee—Lisa Kleypas is at her sensuous best with Stranger
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in My Arms.
From the New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas
comes Secrets of a Summer Night, the first title in the beloved
romance series The Wallflowers - perfect for fans of Sarah
MacLean, Julia Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Kleypas can make
you laugh and cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn, Sunday
Times bestselling author of the Bridgerton series The
Wallflowers: four young ladies at the side of the ballroom
make a pact to help each other find husbands . . . no matter
what it takes Proud and beautiful Annabelle Peyton could
have her pick of suitors - if only she had a dowry. Her family
is on the brink of disaster, and the only way Annabelle can
save them is to marry a very wealthy man. Unfortunately, her
most persistent admirer is the brash Simon Hunt, a
handsome and ambitious entrepreneur who wants her as his
mistress. Annabelle is determined to resist Simon's wicked
propositions, but she can't deny her attraction to the boldly
seductive rogue, any more than he can resist the challenge
she presents. As they try to outmanoeuvre each other, they
find themselves surrendering to a love more powerful than
they could have ever imagined. But fate may have other
plans - and it will take all of Annabelle's courage to face a
peril that could destroy everything she holds dear. 'Lisa
Kleypas is the best' Sarah MacLean The Wallflowers: Secrets
of a Summer Night It Happened One Autumn The Devil in
Winter Scandal in Spring A Wallflower Christmas Praise for
Lisa Kleypas 'Lushly sexy and thoroughly romantic . . .
superbly crafted characters and an intriguing plot blend
together brilliantly in this splendid romance' Booklist
'Intricately and elegantly crafted, intensely romantic . . . from
a not-to-be-missed romance author' Kirkus Reviews 'Witty,
often hilarious, and delightfully passionate' Library Journal,
starred review 'An unforgettable story peopled with
remarkable characters and a depth of emotion that will leave
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you breathless' Romantic Times BOOKreviews 'Is it possible
to give a book 6 stars? . . . [This] story has all of the forbidden
romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing declarations of love
that you deserve' That's Normal
New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas delivers a
scintillating tale of a beautiful young widow who finds passion
with the one man she shouldn't . . . perfect for fans of Sarah
MacLean, Julia Quinn and Eloisa James. 'Lisa Kleypas is the
best' Sarah MacLean Although beautiful young widow
Phoebe, Lady Clare, has never met West Ravenel, she
knows one thing for certain: he's a mean, rotten bully. Back in
boarding school, he made her late husband's life a misery,
and she'll never forgive him for it. But when Phoebe attends a
family wedding, she encounters a dashing and impossibly
charming stranger who sends a fire-and-ice jolt of attraction
through her. And then he introduces himself . . . as none
other than West Ravenel. West is a man with a tarnished
past. No apologies, no excuses. However, from the moment
he meets Phoebe, West is consumed by irresistible desire . . .
not to mention the bitter awareness that a woman like her is
far out of his reach. What West doesn't bargain on is that
Phoebe is no straitlaced aristocratic lady. She's the daughter
of a strong-willed Wallflower who long ago eloped with
Sebastian, Lord St. Vincent - the most devilishly wicked rake
in England. Before long, Phoebe sets out to seduce the man
who has awakened her fiery nature and shown her
unimaginable pleasure. Will their overwhelming passion be
enough to overcome the obstacles of the past? Only the
devil's daughter knows . . . 'Kleypas can make you laugh and
cry - on the same page' Julia Quinn The Ravenels: ColdHearted Rake Marrying Winterborne Devil in Spring Hello
Stranger Devil's Daughter Chasing Cassandra Praise for Lisa
Kleypas: 'Is it possible to give a book 6 stars? If so, Devil's
Daughter gets them . . . [This] story has all of the forbidden
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romance, witty banter, and sigh-inducing declarations of love
that you deserve' That's Normal 'Devil's Daughter is a must
read' BookPage 'A love story to savour. Another winner in
Kleypas' Ravenels series, with elegant prose, a fascinating
heroine, and a Victorian London constructed with compelling
historical detail' Kirkus Reviews (starred review) 'Witty, often
hilarious, and delightfully passionate, this compelling, thrilllaced Victorian romance is another superb series entry'
Library Journal, starred review 'Readers are introduced to the
unforgettable characters and their original personalities
through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee
and steamy sensuality' RT Book Reviews (top pick)
Washington's rowdy lumber camps were no place for an
innocent young beauty. And when lovely Rachel McKinnon
caught the eye of Jonas Wilkes, she was truly in dire straits.
Wilkes owned the lumber empire, the town, the people -- and
now he wanted Rachel. Her only hope was the town's darkly
handsome doctor, Griffin Fletcher. In a promise to her dying
mother, Fletcher had reluctantIly promised to protect Rachel
from harm. But the smoldering enmity he felt for Wilkes would
erupt in passionate conflicts...for the young doctor, who had
forsworn any chance of loving again, was now desperately in
love with his ward, and she with him.
Welcome to a Regency Christmas like no other . . . If you
loved Bridgerton, this witty, dazzling romance is for you!
During their annual Christmas pilgrimage to Scotland to visit
their aged uncle in his decrepit castle, the Comte de
Rocheforte and his cousin, Earl of Oakley, are presented with
rather . . . unique gifts. Their Uncle is determined that his
ancient (if not so honorable) birthright be secured before he
dies and since neither nephew seemed in enough of a hurry
to wed, the old reprobate has taken matters into his own
hands . . . He's raided an English lord's Christmas party and
kidnapped four lovely would-be brides for his heirs to choose
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from - and one very angry duke! All in all, it's a
party/kidnapping not to be missed, by bestselling Historical
romance authors Eloisa James, Connie Brockway and Julia
Quinn, author of Bridgerton
Dear Avon Books, Where are my heroes? Whenever I'm
reading a book by one of my favorite authors I find I'm falling
for the wrong guy -- not the hero, but the other man -- and
what I really want is for him to have his own story. Like Jake
Linley, from Someone to Watch Over Me by Lisa
Kleypas…that doctor could sit by my bedside if I ever got sick.
And Ned Blydon in Splendid by Julia Quinn...he makes me
want to learn to waltz! I never thought living in a drafty castle
would be much fun until Simon of Ravenswood in Master of
Desire by Kinley MacGregor came along. Anyway, I just
wanted to let you know that these are my men -- when do
they get their stories? Sincerely, A Romance Fan Some
books are so special that there is more than one hero to love,
but only a single story is told. So if you find yourself asking,
"Where is my hero?" you'll discover the answer right here in
this delicious collection by New York Times bestseller Lisa
Kleypas, New York Times bestseller Julia Quinn and USA
Today bestseller Kinley MacGregor.
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